Blackbaud Volunteer Network
Fundraising™
Connecting Volunteers with Peers

Annual giving leaders are expected to continuously grow dollars and donors to hit increasingly
challenging goals. Blackbaud Volunteer Network Fundraising arms volunteer fundraisers and
their managers with the tools they need to connect with more donors and raise more money.
The intuitive solution allows staff members to effectively assign prospects, communicate
with volunteers, and track results. Blackbaud Volunteer Network Fundraising provides tools,
reporting, and project management capabilities to maximize the effectiveness of volunteer
fundraising campaigns.

Key Benefits of Blackbaud Volunteer Network Fundraising:
Volunteer management and activity reporting tools for advancement staff
Intuitive web and mobile interfaces for volunteer fundraisers
Built-in predictive modeling to contact peers who are most likely to donate
Easy tracking for donations and event attendance
Intuitive reporting for fundraisers to understand their contribution
and stay on track
Access to current, centralized prospect contact and giving information
that never gets outdated
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SIMPLIFYING VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT
• Save time by giving volunteers secure online access to
up-to-date information
• Leverage predictive models to prioritize and assign the best prospects
to volunteers
• Set donor, participation, and dollar goals for each class
• Guide volunteer fundraisers with share scripts and messaging
• Assign lead volunteers to assist with day-to-day volunteer management

TRACKING ACTIVITY WITH EASY REPORTING
• Record and view volunteer activities, notes, and demographic updates
• View big picture or drill down into data for specific donors
• Analyze volunteer effectiveness
• Monitor volunteer activity and performance to determine if follow-up
or assistance is needed

Empowering Volunteers Wherever They Go
Volunteers are reaching out to peers about reunion and homecoming
events and donation opportunities year-round. Blackbaud Volunteer Network
Fundraising tools give them the ability to access up-to-date prospect contact
and activity information via browser or mobile apps for iOS or Android™
devices. In-app notifications allow staff members to reach
volunteers quickly with campaign changes, and volunteers
are notified when a donation pledge is fulfilled. With
easy-to-use technology, volunteers stay engaged and
energized throughout your campaign.

Ready to see what your volunteers can do with
Blackbaud Volunteer Network Fundraising?
Learn more

About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their impact
through cloud software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, foundations,
companies, education institutions, healthcare organizations, and the individual change agents who support them.
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